
II. CAN YOU REIGN IN SOVEREIGN ___________? (40:15-41:34)
 

 - Who is Behemoth? Probably a __________.

 - Who is Leviathan? Probably a mythological _____ creature 

    of ________.

 God alone can defeat the powers of ___________ and destruction.
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I. CAN YOU REIGN FROM SOVEREIGN _____________? (40:6-14)
 

Two Central Questions in God’s Second Speech

 1) Who is ultimately _________?

 2) Who is ultimately ___________?

MAIN POINT:  ______________ to God’s sovereignty will
     keep you ______________ in suffering. 

“
III. WILL YOU RESPOND IN SIMPLE ___________? (42:1-6)
 

Two Implications from God’s Word in the Whirlwind

 1) The _____________ of complaint at God’s sovereignty.

  - Our complaints suggest we are ________ than God.
 

  The complaints of man never further the _________ of God.
 
 2) The power of _________________ in God’s sovereignty.

  Job is willing to lose everything, to suffer, and to die even without  
  any hope of _________________. But he is not willing to give  
  up on the God  who has come to him in sovereign _________.

“
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Main Point of the Sermon: Surrendering to God’s sovereignty will keep 
you steadfast in suffering.
Divisions: Can You Reign From Sovereign Authority? (40:6-14), Can You 
Rule in Sovereign Victory? (40:15-41:34), Will You Respond in Simple 
Humility? (42:1-6)

1) Where do we find ourselves when the Lord begins to actually 
question us?

2) At what points in your life do you find yourself wanting to play the 
role of God? Where do you find yourself attempting to be sovereign?

3) Reminded of God’s power, of his victory, what is the only appropriate 
response from us, his created people?

4)When is the last time you had a clear picture of the Lord, a clear 
image of who he is? How do we keep this in front of us?


